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#64-1055851   Elmasolvex-SE  Manual Watch Cleaning Machine 
A classic has been reinvented. 
Elma introduces the next generation manual watch cleaning machine. 
This machine cleans by agitation only with a reversing spin action.  
It features a 4 jar system plus warm air drying chamber. The basket is  
moved manualy from jar to jar. Basket is raised and lowered by means  
of a simplified, front mounted handle. Basket locks into raised or  
lowered position when handle is released. The head of the machine  
pivots manualy to position over the individual jars. Simplified controls  
for preselecting settings are mounted on top of machine head.  
Machine is equiped with a connection for attachment to an exhaust  
system for venting fumes. (exhaust systen not included) 
Supplied with 4 - 600ml. jars with rim seals and lids, plus 4 wave  
breakers to resist solution spin and create maximum turbulence within  
the jars.  
Cleaning baskets sold separately. 
 
 
#64-1055855   Elmasolvex-RM  Automated Watch Cleaning Machine 
Elma introduces the next generation automated watch cleaning machine. 
This machine cleans by rotation or oscillation. It features a 4 jar system  
plus warm air drying chamber. 
The RM machine will run on a preset program or individual settings can  
be programmed for each jar. Once activated the machine will proceed  
through the program, moving from jar to jar. Just start and forget!  
The RM features 2 different cleaning modes…rotation and oscillation. 
Rotation is used with the parts basket for watches that have been  
disassembled. Operating with a traditional reversing rotation. 
Oscillation is used in conjunction with the multi-movement holder and  
is for cleaning complete assembled movements. A back and forth  
oscillation is used. Oscillation frequency is adjustable. Controls are  
mounted on the face of the machine and are simple and easy to use 
 

Machine is equiped with a connection for attachment to an exhaust  
system for venting fumes. (exhaust systen not included) 
 

Supplied with 4 - 600ml. jars with rim seals and lids, plus 4 wave  
breakers to resist solution spin and create maximum turbulence within  
the jars.  
Cleaning baskets sold separately. 
 

#64-2310  Elma Cleaning Basket 
 
Cleaning basket for use with the  
Elmasolvex RM & SE and  
Super-Elite machines. 
Consists of plastic frame and 3  
stainless mesh trays, a small parts  
basket with screw top and lid. 2 of  
the trays are partitioned.  
Trays are 64mm diameter. 

#64-2308  Elma Multi-movement Holder 
 
Holder for 6 assembled  
Movements.  
For use with the  
Elmasolvex SE & RM 
cleaning machine. 
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#64-1052330  Elmasolvex-VA Ultrasonic Watch Cleaning Machine.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Revolutionary new ultrasonic watch cleaning machine from Elma. Elma has thrown out the traditional 

ideas and thought outside the box. The first big difference is that there are no jars. Cleaning takes 
place in a vacuum chamber at the top of the machine. Solutions are stored in 4 separate containers in 

the base of the machine. Solution containers are easy to remove and install and feature integrated 
particle filters for increasing the service life of solutions. As the machine proceeds through the 

cleaning and rinse cycles, a vacuum draws the solutions in sequence up into the cleaning 
chamber where the basket is rotated and subjected to ultrasonic waves. Cleaning cycles at 40KHz 

and rinse cycles at 80KHz. Basket is spun dry at 1000 RPM between cycles and at 1400 Rpm 
before drying. Use of vacuum also eliminated interfering gas bubbles in the solutions and on the 

movement. All aspects of the clean and rinse cycles can be programmed using the integrated high-
resolution colour display. Exhaust gases can be filtered through an activated charcoal filter system 

(optional) or through an existing exhaust system. 
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#64-1012964   Elma  "Antimag" Demagitizer 
 

Electronic demagnetizer for watches and precision tools.  
Very simple, one touch operation. Elma Antimag demagnetizes complete watches,  
disassembled movements or watch tools within milliseconds.  
160 x 130 x 60 mm.      Made in Germany. 

 

 
 
 

 
#64-67130   Elma "Checkimpulse" 
 

An easy to use diagnostic tool for quartz watches. This devise checks for the  
impulses which are given off by the circuit and coil. This device can be used 
 without even opening the watch. Place watch on the marked area and push  
the button. If the electronic side of the movement is functioning flashing light  
will indicate impulses. If no impulse open watch and check cell. If cell is dead,  
replace cell. If cell is OK then there is a problem with the circuit or coil. If  
watch is impulsing and hands do not move, then there is a problem with  
mechanical side of the watch. Often the wheels are just stuck and simply  
need a push to proceed. The Checkimpulse can be used to provide that push.  
In the impulse mode the unit sends out an accelerated series of impulses, which can force  
the mechanical side into motion, freeing stuck wheels with a sticky pivot of dust spec etc.   
 
 
#64-375010   Elma Dryer 
 

Dryer unit, ideal for clocks and instrument mechanisms. 
Fan is almost silent in operation and blows air at a max.  
temperature of 70º. After blowing off excess fluids, place  
movement or instrument on top of dryer Unit Until thoroughly dry.  
Dimensions: 190 x 180 x 130mm. 
 
 
 
 
#LR-415   L&R Industrial Dryer 
 

The Dryer evenly distributes hot air at a stable temperature.  
Small enough to fit on a countertop, The Dryer can be set up anywhere  
near a standard 110 Volt AC outlet. Made in USA and built to last.  
L&R Dryers are unconditionally guaranteed for one year. 
Dimensions: L 2540mm x W 157mm x H 102mm 
Heating area 180 sq. cm. 
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#64-5555/98   Bergeon®  6 Atmosphere  WaterProof Tester 

 

The advantage of using a water type tester is that when pressure is released  
and the watch is plunged into water, bubbles of air exiting the case will pinpoint  
where the case is leaking. IE; Crown, case gasket, crystal seal, etc. Watch is  
suspended above the water and air pressure is increased using the built-in  
manual pump. If the case leaks, the increased air pressure will seep into the  
case. Press the air release valve and plunge watch into water. The air, which  
leaked into the case under pressure will now exit the case, providing a visual  
indicator of the leak source. Tests to 6 atmospheres. (1 atm. = 10 meters) 

 
#64-5555-10   Bergeon 10 Atmosphere WaterProof Tester 
 

A new execution of the original Bergeon 5555 tester. This tester is capable  
of pressure testing watches to 10 atmospheres. The manual built-in pump  
can be used for testing up to 6 atmospheres. For testing pressures higher 
than 6 atmospheres a compressor must be used. The compressor links with  
the tester by a nozzle connection on the side of the unit. All other functions  
and use methods are the same as 5555/98.  New unit has a larger diameter  
water cylinder than the original unit for easier handling of larger cases and  
features a drop guard that prevents accidental sinking of cases. Removable  
cylinder allows for easier draining. (1 atm. = 10 meters) 
 

#64-5402   Bergeon Waterproof Tester (for watches with 2 piece stems)  
Specially designed air pressure apparatus to test water tightness of watches with  
two piece stems, without the penetration of water. Procedure is simple. Remove the  
crown then place the watch on the fan-shaped support, engaging the case tube into  
the nylon pump nozzle. Pull the piston as far as it will go and then release. If the  
piston moves back towards the pump, then the watch is leaking and will have to be  
re-examined. If the piston remains still, place the watch in the water and observe.  
If no air bubbles appear, then watch is considered waterproof.  
 
Bergeon Auto-Test and Final -Test 
 

Winder for automatic watches to test the winding function and  
mainspring breaking. Holds up to six watches at once. Can be  
used horizontally or vertically.  Indicates on average, to within  
5 seconds, the performance of a watch on the wrist. Replaces  
the static control of positions with a lifelike test, as if it was worn  
on the wrist.  
The Auto-test turns at 4 revolutions per minute. 
The Final-test turns at 1 revolution  per minute. 
 
#64-7802-110 ........final-test 
#64-7803-110.........auto-test 
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67-19106   Horotec®  "Impulse Detector" 
 
Detects and amplifies the impulses given off by the electronic side of a quartz watch.  
The impulses  are represented by flashing diodes and an audible beep for each impulse  
emitted. Place the non-working watch on the detector if an impulse is shown, then the  
problem is mechanical. If no impulse, then the problem is electrical. Check battery, if cell  
is dead, replace and repeat test. If the battery is good and no impulse was detected, then  
the problem is electrical. This is a basic, fast and easy diagnostic tool. (Operates on 1- 9V battery) 

 

 
67-19107   Horotec® "Turbo"  
   

Device for unjamming and testing the wheel train of quartz watches. The TURBO emits a  
series of high speed impulses which cause the gear train to operate 60 times its usual  
speed. Can be used to kick start movements, find defects in the wheel train or to check  
that the hands are clearing the dial markers and each other all around the dial etc. 
Operates on 1 -9V battery.  
 

 
 

#67-19115   Horotec®   "FlashTest" 

Horotec Flashtest a multifunctional portable touchscreen tester FLASHTEST specifically designed for 
the control of watches and quartz mechanisms. This precision device is easy to handle and is 
intended to test analogue quartz watches and movements with both closed and open 
watchcases. Measurements and functions as follows: 

Measuring tension of unloaded batteries from 0 to 19.999 V                                                        
(BATTERY)  
Measuring the movement supply voltage (1.5 V or 3.0 V) 
(BATTERY) 
Measuring the coil resistance (COIL) 
Unjamming the wheel trains (TURBO) 
Measuring (gain/loss) the stability of the rate of analogue 
quartz watches (ACCURACY) 
Checking the correct functioning of the circuit: electrical 
impulse and consumption of the electric circuit (CIRCUIT)  
Measuring the consumption of a watch during its operation. 
(CIRCUIT) 
Display: colour touchscreen 48 x 36 mm. 
Delivered with 2 precision probes, 12V adaptor (input 115 - 
230V AC / output 12V DC), 9V battery and operating manual 
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Equipment for Mechanical Watches 
 
 

#67-19171   Multifunction Timegrapher MTG-1000 
 

The TIME GRAPHER MTG-1000 is a compact model which  
measures beat rate, beat error and amplitude of balance.  
The gain of the input signal is adjusted automatically, but can  
be manually adjusted for movements with very strong or  
weak signal. Unit also detects and sets the beat number  
(can also be set manually). Detects beats 18,000–19,600–21,600– 
25,200–28,800–36,000. Unit has acoustic beat simulation  
(can be switched off) Beat error is displayed (240 dots horizontal) on monochrome LCD display.  
Supplied with 6 position microphone, manual, external power source. 
All settings can be adjusted easily with 3 buttons and the menu line on the top of the display. It is 
easy to use and allows a fast and comfortable analysis of the watch movement. 
 
 
 
#67-19159   Multifunction Timegrapher MTG-3000 
 

This model features a big, high resolution backlit LCD screen  
with 4 different display modes. It measures beat rate, beat  
error, beat number and amplitude. It can record up-to 2048  
beats and offers a "Pause" and "Shift" function to pause  
measuring and view the previous 2048 beats. Furthermore this  
unit comes with a programed test mode: The watch can be  
tested in up-to 6 positions (positions can be selected). After completion  
of the test program the test results are displayed as a test report, which includes beat rate, beat error 
and amplitude in each single position. It also shows the maximum difference of the beat rate and 
amplitude of the 6 positions.  
Supplied with 6 position microphone, manual, dust cover and external power source connection. 
Optional printer available. 
 
 
 

#67-19174   Timegrapher  MTG-4000T 
The MTG-4000T is a 3 channel model especially for watch  
manufacturing, watch traders, and final quality check. It is  
possible to measure three watches with the same beat rate at  
the same time and show the results simultaneously on the 7"  
backlit, color LCD screen. MTG-4000T measures beat rate,  
beat error and balance amplitude of up to 3 watches  
simultaneously. The gain of the input signal is adjusted automatically, but can be manually adjusted 
for movements with very strong or weak signal. Unit also detects and sets the beat number (can also be 

set manually). Detects beats 18,000–19,600–21,600–25,200–28,800–36,000. Beat error is tracked 
vertically on the screen with 4 different color modes. Displayable diagram height 180 dots. 
Supplied with 3 pieces of 6 position microphones, manual, dust cover and external power source 
connection.  
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Equipment for Mechanical Watches 

 
#67-19162   Multifunction Timegrapher  MTG-500 
Timegrapher MTG-500 is the basic model of the Timegrapher  
series. This unit measures beat rate and beat error. It features  
simple handling, compact size and an unbeatable price. It is  
perfect for the small watch service shops and hobbyists. 
As the watch beat is detected automatically, there is nothing to  
do but put the watch on the microphone. The MTG-500 timing  
machine will start measuring immediately and display the results on the backlit LCD screen. TG-500 
is equipped with a 6 position microphone, manual, external power source. 
 
 
#67-19177   MTG "THERMOPRINT" Thermal Printer 
 
The direct thermal printer "THERMOPRINT" is the perfect accessory for  
those who prefer to have their results on paper. It is compatible with the  
MTG-3000, MTG-4000A PRO and MTG-5000. It offers the possibility to  
print the numeric and/or graphic results of the testing or the numeric and  
graphic results of the long term monitoring mode (only MTG-5000) 
 
 
 

MTG   Testing Equipment                 
 

 #67-19175B   Automic-1   Automatic Motorized Microphone 
 

The automatic stepper motor driven microphone  "AUTOMIC-1"   
Can be connected and employed to handle the programmed test mode  
and the long-term monitoring programs automatically. 
Compatible with MTG 4000 and MTG 5000 timing machines. 
 
 
 

Cell Testers 
 
 
#67-19000   Universal Battery Tester 
 

General use analogue cell tester. Tests 1.5V & 3V watch cells plus  
AA – AAA – C – D – N – 9V. Also tests the 12V batteries for lighters  
and car remotes. Watch cells can be inserted into the side of the unit 
for a quick "push of the button" test. Other types can be tested using  
the attached leads. Also features a negative and positive contact spot  
on the surface of the tester. 
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#67-19004   "Renata" Watch Cell Tester & Impulse Detector 
 

Compact and rugged analogue watch cell tester. Tests 1.5V & 3V cells. 
Features a built-in impulse detector, which indicates with sound and lights  
if the electronic portion of the watch is working and putting out a drive impulse  
to the rotor without even opening the watch. Can be used to determine if the  
movement is having electronic or mechanical problems. 
 
 
#67-19105   Battery, Impulse & Coil Tester 
 

Compact analogue tester for watch cells. 
-Tests silver oxide (high drain & low drain) plus 3V lithium cells. 
-Tests for coil continuity using detachable leads. 
-Features a built-in impulse detector. 
 
 
 

 
#68-10601   Watch Capacitor Charger 
 

This device charges the capacitors used in Kinetic and Ecco (solar) watches.  
Use to charge and evaluate existing capacitors or charge new capacitors  
before installation (New capacitors do not come fully charged). 
Operates on AC/DC adapter (included) 

 

Greiner-Vibrogaf Testing Equipment               

Vibrogaf Compact 900 Timing Machine 
A universal watch timing machine for measuring time deviation on all types of mechanical and quartz 
watches. The results are displayed on a color LCD screen (320 x 240 pixels) Features an integrated 
speaker for controlling beat noises. Can be integrated with a PC. Optional printer is available. 
 
#68-89000  Vibrgraf  Compact 900 with MP12 Multi-positional  
Microphone  for Mechanical Watches.  
Beat number is automatically detected, beat error, time deviation,  
amplitude, escapement noise (graphic). Special programs for the 
quick check of pendulum clocks and program for special escapements.  
Optional automatic microphone available. 
 
#68-89100   Vibrograf  Compact 900 with QM06 Combined Microphone  
for Mechanical & Quartz Watches. 
The Compact 900 with the QM06 microphone allows timing of mechanical  
watches and quartz watches. It has all the functions for mechanical plus  
for quartz it gives time deviation, no-load consumption, impulse consumption,  
resistance of rotor coil, battery voltage (high & low drain), lower working voltage  
limit and EOL.    
              
 
#68-89500   Vibrograf AM10-2 Automatic Microphone 
Motorized automatic microphone for use with Compact 900 timing machine. 
This microphone allows the timing machine to proceed through a programed  
sequence of positional timing test with the microphone moving itself through  
the six positions while the timing machine records the data in each position. 
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Negative pressure(vacuum) waterproof Testing 

The principle behind the use of negative pressure testing is simple. Watch is placed in the machine 
with an accurate measuring gauge making contact with the watch crystal. Negative pressure 

(vacuum) is applied.  
As the pressure outside the case is lowered, the air inside the case tries to expand.  

The gauge detects this by measuring the deformation of the crystal surface.  
If a case is waterproof this deformation will increase as more vacuum is applied and stay that way.  

If the case leaks there will be no deformation or the deformation will subside as the air  
is able to leak out of the case because of an imperfect seal. 

 

#68-66011   Vibrograf "Leak Checker Prime" 
The new Leak Checker Prime is the perfect mix of technology and good design.  
Able to test for leaks up to -0.7 bar vacuum. It provides everything you would  
expect of a modern, easy to use leak testing unit. The unit needs no additional  
expensive compressor or vacuum pump.  
Features: 
-Suitable for all watch types including small ceramic watches. 
-Accurate, robust pressure sensor. 
-Vacuum created by an internal vacuum pump. 
-Testing time can be selected and programmed up to 300 seconds.  
-Vacuum can be freely selected and programmed in steps of -0.1 bar to -0.7 bar. 
-Intuitive user interface, results displayed on a color 5" TFT capacitive touchscreen (800 x 480 pixels).  
-Optional thermal printers (#68-99400 or #68-99500) available for printout of results. 
-Enables connection to a network via Ethernet. 
 
 
 
#68-11140   Vibrograf "Poseidon LT-100"   Waterproof Tester 
The intelligent leak tester for watches! 
This unit tests waterproofness using negative pressure and/or positive  
pressure. The unit will perform a series of tests automaticly, starting with  
negative pressure. If the watch passes this test it will proceed testing,  
using positive pressure (external). It will perform a series of tests under 
increasing pressure until it reaches the maximum pressure of 10 bars or  
until the watch fails a test at one of the lower levels of pressure. The  
machine has 12 test programs which are individually programmable.  
Deformation of the watch is measured continuously during testing, this  
is done with an accuracy of less than 0.0001µm (micron). Deformation  
and pressure levels are constantly monitored and displayed on the color  
screen as a numeric or graphic. A certificate of results can be printed using  
the optional thermal printer or interfaced PC.  
A non-oil type compressor with 10 bar capacity (with or without reservoir) is required. A maintenance 
kit is recommended. This should consist of filters (0.01µm) and moisture separator (see #68-
22010000002) Should damage occur through neglect of this recommendation warranty will be void.   
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#68-22010000002   Maintenance Kit 
A micro-filter and moisture separation system with 3 different  
connection ports. Installs between the compressor and  
Poseidon LT-100 waterproof testing machine.  
 
 
#68-17610   Vibrograf  "WPL610"   10 Bar Waterproof Tester. 
 

Water type waterproof tester. This method allows the tester to see where the air is leaking  
from the case and determine if it is the case gaskets, crystal or crown which is causing the 
 leak. Watch is fitted into the machine and suspended above the water, external air pressure  
source is activated (compressor required) and chamber is pressurized to a maximum of  
10 bar. The 3 position control lever near the pressure gauge controls the tester. Right  
position descends the watch into the water as pressure is slowly released. Center position  
raises & holds watch above water, left position releases air pressure. As the pressure is  
released air bubbles will leak from the case wherever the case seal is compromised.  
The exit point of any bubbles is the leak point. Watch is raised out of the water as the  
pressure in the chamber is almost equalized. This method prevents chance of water  
entering case during test. 
 
#68-96115   Vibrograf "ACS 900" Ultrasonic Watch Cleaning Machine  
 

Fully automated ultrasonic cleaning machine with 4 jars 
 and drying chamber. Features programmable cycles,  
sturdy metal housing and fully enclosed mechanism.  
This unit is quiet and smooth running. Supplied with jars  
and lids, baskets and dividers, 2 multi-movement holders,  
wave breakers and small parts baskets. This machine is  
an industry standard and required if you want to service  
the watches of many of the high end brand names. 
Dimensions: L 425mm x D 425mm x H565mm.  
 

Over 50 optional baskets, dividers and service parts available. 
 
 
#68-19131   Vibrograf "Drying Apparatus T8" 
 

A warm air drying device with blower fan for watches, watch parts,  
watch cases, clock parts, chains, jewellery etc.  
Dimensions: W 190mm x D 175mm x H 120mm 
115V - 600W 
 
 
 
 
#68-11210   Vibrograf "Magnomatic" 
 

Pulse type demagnetizer for watches and small tools. Easy to use, just place  
watch or tool in well and push the button. More than 1 pulse may be required  
depending on mass and degree of magnetism. 
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#68-19700   Vibrograf "Antimag AM2" Demagnitizer 
 

Pulse type demagnetizer for watches and small tools. Easy to use, just place  
watch or tool in the bulls eye on top of machine and push the button. More  
than 1 pulse may be required depending on mass and degree of magnetism. 
 
 
 
 
 
#68-13503-1   GS-50 Greiner Soap Concentrate 
A general purpose concentrate cleaning solution for the ultrasonic  
in convenient 50ml bottles. Each 50ml bottle make 1 liter of solution. 
 
 
 
#59-01743   The Pearl Watch Cleaning Machine  

An economical watch cleaning machine made in India. 
Constructed with chrome plated spring loaded self-
centering column with handle. It is robustly built, with a self-
lubricating noiseless AC motor. Comes with 2 stainless 
steel baskets for cleaning watches without mixing parts. 
The heater is enclosed which gives no direct heat during 
the drying process. It also features 3 separate switches for 
controlling the heater and motor and forward/reverse 
functions. 

Comes complete with: 
• 5 glass jars 
• 2 stainless steel baskets with 3 inner baskets 
• Instructions 

 
 

 
 

#59-01744   Replacement jars for Pearl Watch Cleaning Machine  
 

 
Need more product info? 

See manufacturer web sites 
 

www.Perrin.ca 
 

www.greinervibrograf.com 
www.timegrapher.com 
www.bergeon.ch 
www.elma.com 
www.lrultrasonics.com 

http://www.perrin.ca/
http://www.greinervibrograf.com/
http://www.timegrapher.com/
http://www.bergeon.ch/
http://www.elma.com/
http://www.lrultrasonics.com/
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VP 3 Bench Vacuum Systems 
High suction, oil-free, long service life, compact, and low noise.  Made for watchmakers, goldsmiths, 
engravers, opticians, and dental laboratories.  For taking off dirt particles and glass splinters from dial, 
watchcases as well as from other working areas.  With this bench vacuum system you can reach 
maximum cleanliness of your workspace. 
Nominal speed: 1400/1700 rpm 
Power: 0.18kW 
Protection: IP 54 
Sound level: 55/57 db(A) 
Maximum volume flow: 3.2/4.0mᶟ/h 
End vacuum: 150 mbar  
Maximum vacuum continuous operation: 250 mbar 
Weight 5.8 kg 
 

# 68-43011 one station – supplied with 1 handpiece with tubing, and 1 foot control 
# 68-43111 two station – supplied with 2 handpieces with tubing and 2 foot controls 
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item # Price

59-01743 $706.30

59-01744 $26.90

64-1012964 $349.10

64-1052330 $29,752.70

64-1055851 $4,295.20

64-1055855 $8,836.40

64-2308 $239.20

64-2310 $282.70

64-375010 $573.10

64-5402 $109.30

64-5555/98 $1,031.90

64-5555-10 $1,658.80

64-67130 $284.30

64-7802-110 $1,037.50

64-7803-110 $1,037.50

67-19000 $17.30

67-19004 $38.40

67-19105 $44.60

67-19106 $87.90

67-19107 $83.70

67-19115 $477.60

67-19175B $1,768.50

67-19159 $1,461.60

67-19162 $531.00

67-19171 $915.10

67-19174 $2,668.40

67-19177 $482.00

68-10601 $125.80

68-11140 $7,058.40

68-11210 $1,419.20

68-13503-1 $17.10

68-17610 $2,508.00

68-19131 $510.70

68-19700 $373.10

68-22010000002 $503.10

68-43011 $1,351.70

68-43111 $1,719.60

68-66011 $2,973.60

68-89000 $6,683.00

68-89100 $7,216.10

68-89500 $3,454.20

68-96115 $14,995.40

LR-415 $445.30
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